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Question: 1
Which of the following is NOT a Windows Forms Layout option?
A. The double-document interface
B. The Explorer-style interface
C. The multiple-document interface
D. The single-document interface
Answer: A

Question: 2
You are creating a Windows application using Visual Studio .NET. You need to implement keyboard events in the form to enable user input from the keyboard instead of the mouse pointer. Choose and Reorder the keyboard events in chronological order.

Answer:

Question: 3
You are creating a Windows application using Visual Studio .NET. The Windows application contains an entry form. The entry form has ten controls for user input. You create a method named Validate that holds the code for validating the values entered in each control. You need to validate the values entered in a control as soon as the focus moves out of that control. In which of the following events will you call the Validate method?
A. Leave
B. Enter
C. GotFocus
D. LostFocus
Answer: D

Question: 4
You are creating a Windows application using Visual Studio .NET 2008. The application is
using various methods created for this application. While debugging a method, you encounter a logical error in the code written in the method. You try to find the exact location where the error occurred. You also need to pause the execution for some time.

Which of the following actions will you take to resolve this issue?
A. Use the step-by-step debugging process of execution and insert breakpoints in the code.
B. Insert an End statement at the beginning of the code block.
C. Insert a Stop statement at the beginning of the code block.
D. Use the Enable Edit and Continue option.

**Answer: A**

**Question: 5**
You are creating a Windows application. The Windows application uses Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) technology. Which markup language is used by the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) technology?
A. XML
B. HTML
C. XAML
D. XBAP

**Answer: C**